The experimental realisation of large scale many-body systems has seen immense progress in recent years, rendering full tomography tools for state identification inefficient, especially for continuous systems. In order to work with these emerging physical platforms, new technologies for state identification are required. In this work, we present first steps towards efficient experimental quantum field tomography. We employ our procedure to capture ultracold atomic systems using atom chips, a setup that allows for the quantum simulation of static and dynamical properties of interacting quantum fields. Our procedure is based on cMPS, the continuous analogues of matrix product states (MPS), ubiquitous in condensed-matter theory. These states naturally incorporate the locality present in realistic physical settings and are thus prime candidates for describing the physics of locally interacting quantum fields. The reconstruction procedure is based on two-and four-point correlation functions, from which we predict higher-order correlation functions, thus validating our reconstruction for the experimental situation at hand. We apply our procedure to quenched prethermalisation experiments for quasi-condensates. In this setting, we can use the quality of our tomographic reconstruction as a probe for the non-equilibrium nature of the involved physical processes. We discuss the potential of such methods in the context of partial verification of analogue quantum simulators.
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Recent years have seen a rapid development in the field of quantum technologies: Complex quantum systems with many degrees of freedom can be controlled with unprecedented precision, giving rise to applications in quantum metrology [1] , quantum information [1, 2] , and quantum simulation [3] [4] [5] . This holds true specifically for architectures based on trapped ions [6] and ultracold atoms [3, 4, 7, 8] , where large system sizes can now routinely be reached, while still maintaining control at the level of single constituents. In the light of this development, the mindset has been shifted when it comes to the assessment and verification of preparations of quantum states. Traditionally, experiments are being used as a vessel to test theoretical models and descriptions by comparing their predictions to specific experimental output. If approximate agreement is reached, this is then taken as evidence for the validity of the model at hand.
With quantum experiments of many degrees of freedom becoming significantly more accurate and with an attitude of "quantum engineering" and quantum simulation taking over in this context, the standards in quantum system identification have similarly risen. Quantum state tomography [9] [10] [11] [12] fulfils this need for precise quantum state identification. It asks the question: Given data, what is the unknown quantum state compatible with those data? Compared to the traditional mindset, it is rather the converse approach, not predicting data from theoretical models, but rather retro-dicting the unknown physical situation at hand given data. This possibly more careful-and in a healthy way pedantic-mindset has done a good service in the past, and seems appropriate, given the developments in the precise control of quantum systems with many degrees of freedom. Maybe unsurprisingly, the interest in the field of quantum system identification and specifically of quantum state tomography has exploded in recent years.
Yet, rather obviously, for quantum systems with many degrees of freedom, a new obstacle has to be overcome. Unqualified quantum state tomography must be inefficient in the system size, as exponentially many numbers need to be specified. For continuous systems of quantum fields, a priori it is not even clear what quantum field tomography should precisely mean. This observation has given way to the insight that in practical contexts, only those states need to be reconstructed that are encountered in natural contexts, as one only needs to be able to capture those states well. This insight has given rise to more economical and efficient notions of tomography, ranging from quantum compressed sensing [9] [10] [11] (to capture states of approximately low rank well), over permutationinvariant tomography, to matrix-product state tomography [12] [13] [14] [15] . The latter approach is truly efficient for large systems and captures natural states well that exhibit low entanglement and a suitable decay of correlations. This is a perfectly meaningful approach, as long as one can give evidence that the state encountered is well-approximated by a representative in this class of states. In this sense, matrix-product states have been identified to be the right "data set" having the appropriate "sparsity structure" to capture quantum many-body systems -and a large body of literature in the condensed matter context backs up this intuition of the "physical corner of Hilbert space" [16] [17] [18] [19] .
Quantum field tomography
In this work, we introduce the notion of and at the same time experimentally apply key steps towards fully fletched quantum field tomography. The data set at the basis of this is the natural continuous analogue of matrix-product states, the continuous matrix-product states (cMPS) [20] [21] [22] . We present the mathematically precise details of the formalism to reconarXiv:1406.3632v1 [quant-ph] 13 Jun 2014 struct an unknown cMPS from correlation data in the accompanying manuscript for this approach [23] . These tools are applied to data from ultracold atoms using atom chips, one of the most important platforms for quantum simulation of static and dynamic properties.
For this setup, we perform a proof-of-principle instance of unbiased quantum field tomography, without making assumptions on the underlying physical model or employing any effective description in terms of a free system. Our approach is thus, in principle, capable of capturing general states of locally interacting models. What is more, additional measurement data can be used to build trust in the reconstructed state and verify that cMPS indeed constitute a reasonable class of states for the setup at hand. For this, the reconstructed state can be used to predict measurement results, which in turn can be checked experimentally. In our case, we will use higherorder correlation functions for that purpose and find that they can be predicted by the reconstructed cMPS to excellent accuracy.
Having set the scene, we now turn to a more specific description of the problem at hand. At the basis of the approach are translation invariant cMPS of one species of bosonic particles, defined by state vectors
where the collection of field operatorsΨ(
and |Ω is the vacuum state vector, Q, R ∈ C d×d are matrices acting on an auxiliary d-dimensional space, and L is the length of the closed physical system. In this expression P denotes the path ordering operator and Tr aux traces out the auxiliary space. The bond dimension d takes the same role as the bond dimension for matrix product states [16] [17] [18] [19] . Low entanglement states are expected to be well-approximated by cMPS of low bond dimension; in turn, for suitably large d, every quantum field state can be approximated.
Experimental application: 1D condensate
We employ our reconstruction procedure to perform quantum system tomography for a one-dimensional (1D) system of ultracold Bose gases, an architecture that in the past has very successfully been used to test questions related to equilibration and prethermalisation [7, 24, 25] and provides one of the prime setups for exploring the physics of interacting quantum fields. The experiment consists of a large 1D quasicondensate that is trapped using an atom chip. To bring the system out of equilibrium, a split transversal to the condensate direction is performed, leading to two 1D condensates. The setup in principle allows for different splitting procedures, in particular an experimental scheme to test the Unruh effect with a specially modelled split has recently been proposed [26] . Once the split is complete, the condensates evolve independently and thus provide an ideal playground to understand equilibration and thermalisation for continuous quantum fields. Finally, the phase correlations between the different condensates can be measured with a time-of-flight (ToF) expansion. In all what follows, specifically the difference mode is being considered, which is nearly in the ground state before the quench and afterwards populated by a coherent superposition of phonon modes and thus still approximately pure. The subsequent out of equilibrium dynamics after the quench leads to apparent equilibration, prethermalisation and thermalisation. It is important to stress that the evolution is unitary, leading to apparent equilibration, perfectly compatible with the global state having little entropy [27, 28] , an insight that has been experimentally explored in the context of the systems considered here [25] . Since the experimentally measured images are single shot measurements, repeating the experiment many times with identical initial conditions allows to measure not only the mean of the correlations, but also higher-order correlation functions are accessible [29] .
The physics of this setup is well-approximated by the LiebLiniger model and its simplified low-energy approximation, the Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid [30] . The success in modelling the ground state of these systems with cMPS clearly suggests that they constitute a useful ansatz class to model the low-energy states of these locally interacting quantum fields [22] . While this is a clear indication that our method is ideally suited for the setup at hand, the employed reconstruction procedure is assumption-free and these theoretical models are not used in any way. The systems trapped on the atom chip contain several thousand atoms and spread over sizes as large as 100 µm. In the middle of the trap, the system can be well-approximated by a homogeneous, translationally invariant quantum field, allowing us to efficiently model the difference mode as a cMPS and to apply our reconstruction tools to partly recover the non-equilibrium state of the system [23] . This reconstruction is based on low-order correlation functions, which are sufficient to already obtain important structure of the cMPS. In particular, the reconstructed information can be used to predict higher-order correlation functions, which allows us to certify that the modelling of the state was successful and that the cMPS approach is indeed suited for the setup at hand.
In this proof-of-principle application, we specifically model novel data from prethermalisation experiments [7, 25] , focussing on the state after an evolution time of t = 3 ms. While the tomography procedure for this short evolution time works extremely well, we find that the quality of a reconstruction with fixed bond dimension decreases substantially with increasing evolution time. This drop in quality can be seen as a probe for the non-equilibrium nature of the quenched setting at hand and provides a promising gateway towards testing the entanglement growth in these continuous systems.
Note that, even though the physical system at hand can be well captured with a free Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid model [30], the states of the system can still be strongly entangled, in the sense that entanglement entropies across any real space cut of the system are, in principle, arbitrarily large. It is precisely this spatial entanglement that influences the quality of tensor network descriptions of the state and that is a key factor for the quality of any cMPS reconstruction [23] .
Data analysis
The phase correlation functions extracted from ToF images take the following form C (n) (x 1 , . . . , x n ) = Re e i(θx 1 −θx 2 +θx 3 −···+θx n−1 −θx n ) , whereθ x is the phase difference operator of the two BECs and the angular brackets denote the ensemble average. While, in principle, the reconstruction of any correlation function is possible using the presented scheme, we restrict ourselves to even-order correlation functions, because only they can be measured in the experiment (see Appendix B).
To make the correlation function directly accessible to our reconstruction procedure, we must write it in terms of field operatorsψ(x). For this purpose, we use the fact thatθ(x) commutes for different positions and employ the polar decomposition to construct an effective field operatorψ(x) = n(x)
, wheren(x) =ψ † (x)ψ(x) is taken to be the density of one of the two condensates. The construction ensures that these effective field operators indeed fulfil the correct commutation relations. We can write this n-point function in terms of field operators
Note that this corresponds to employing an effective modelling of the two condensates as one continuous quantum field, which captures their phase difference [30] . Since it is sufficient for performing the tomography procedure, we will restrict the correlation information to the normal ordered set with x 1 ≤ x 2 ≤ · · · ≤ x n . The density operator involved can be taken to be the density of one of the two condensates. In the cMPS language, assuming translation invariance and the thermodynamic limit, this can be reformulated as
k2,k1 M k1,1 , (5) the λ k are the eigenvalues of the transfer matrix T , and M is R Here, we will follow the more mathematically minded outline of Ref. [23] , where only a few adjustments to the general treatment are needed.
The goal of our tomography procedure is to partially reconstruct the experimental state of the system. The great advantage of cMPS as an ansatz class is that the knowledge of two-and four-point correlation functions is already sufficient for this task, rendering it feasible even for the continuous large scale many-body system at hand. The reconstruction proceeds by first extracting the eigenvalues λ k from the two-point correlation function, which was performed by a least-squares fit and under the assumption of translational invariance for the modelled system in the middle of the trap.
In a second step, a compatible M matrix is determined. For this, we rely on the explicit calculation of the correlation function from the M matrix and the eigenvalues of T according to Eqs. (4) and (5) . Using the fitted two-point correlation function together with a normalisation condition, some entries of M can already be fixed [15, 23] . The remaining entries are obtained by a Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm that varies them and compares the predicted four-point correlators. The optimisation was fully implemented in python relying on numerical tools from the open source Scipy library [31] . Working with real M matrices of bond dimension d = 2 and relying on a set of 100 random initial positions proved to be sufficient for approximating the measurement data well. To estimate how well the reconstruction of the four-point correlation function worked, we use the mean relative deviation (see Appendix D), and find a small error of 1.4%, which is of the same magnitude as the experimental errors.
Naturally, approximating a correlation function can be done in many ways and it is, a priori, not clear that one has truly gained knowledge about the state. The advantage of the cMPS ansatz class is that the approximation performed above is sufficient to fully reconstruct the correlation behaviour of the cMPS. This can be used to build trust in the reconstructed state by using it to predict higher-order correlation functions, which in turn can be experimentally checked. This provides an excellent benchmark for our procedure and allows us to estimate the quality of our guess for the unknown experimental state.
In Fig. 1 , we show projections of the relevant sections of the experimental and predicted six-point function. This image shows some of the volumetric elements of the projections of the high-dimensional six-point correlation function array and demonstrates a great overall agreement between experimental data and the predicted correlation data. More quantitatively, as a figure of merit for measuring the performance of the reconstruction, we use the mean relative deviation over all indices belonging to the relevant simplex of the data with x 1 ≤ x 2 ≤ · · · ≤ x n (see Appendix D). We find that for the six-point function the mean relative deviation is 2.1% and the maximum relative deviation is 10.3%. Both variations are in the same order of magnitude as the expected experimental measurement error. This benchmark clearly shows that the reconstruction of the full correlation behaviour of the state was successful, providing a proof-of-principle application for efficient state tomography of interacting many-body quantum fields.
The method presented here provides a possibility to efficiently reconstruct low-energy states of a locally interacting quantum fields, a setting where no other reconstruction procedure is applicable. Moreover, steps can be taken to verify the quality of the reconstruction, thus allowing for an a posteriori verification that the employed method is suitable to describe the physical setting at hand.
Naturally, while quantum field tomography necessarily has to rely on a finite-dimensional "data set", it is clear that not all situations can be equally well captured by the approach proposed here. This method applies to states of low entanglement, a situation expected to be present for ground states or states in non-equilibrium following quenches for short times. It will surely be difficult to capture highly entangled or thermal states, which are expected to have a high description complexity, with these tools [23] : This leads to the intriguing situation that those states that cannot be reconstructed are also those states that can not be classically simulated with variants of the density matrix renormalisation group approach, relying on MPS or cMPS.
Interestingly, we observe that the quality of our reconstruction decreases substantially with increased hold time after the quench (see Fig. 2 and Appendix D). This can be seen as an indicator for the non-equilibrium phenomena associated with this quenched system. There are several possible explanations for the decrease in quality that we observe.
The physics of sudden quenches in discrete settings is usually connected to a linear entanglement growth with time [17, 28, 32] , while for each time satisfying an area law in space [17] . A similar behaviour in the continuous setting at hand would be a possible explanation for the drop in quality that we observe. Since our reconstruction with a bond dimension d = 2 cMPS is only well-suited for states with low entanglement, one naturally expects it to fail for long times when entanglement has been build up. Indeed, such light cone dynamics, connected to the growth of spatial entanglement in real space in continuous systems has recently been made explicit experimentally in Refs. [7, 33] .
There are also other factors that may influence the quality of the reconstruction we perform. Experimental imperfections or the remaining actual temperature in the system can lead to a true mixedness of the state, and it is not quite clear to what extent the pure-state prescription is still fully appropriate. Previous studies based on pure-state Luttinger liquids provide strong evidence that the system is still close to being pure even for long evolution times [33] . Another potential factor is that the experiment as it is done with present technology necessarily takes place in a trap. The experimental data was taken in the middle of the trap, where, initially, the assumption of translational invariance holds up to excellent accuracy. For long hold times after the quench, regions outside of the center of the trap will, however, have an influence on the behaviour of the system in the middle. It is, for example, known that the characteristic speed of sound has to be altered in the presence of a trap in these continuous systems [7] .
We have confirmed that the qualitative behaviour of a decreasing approximation quality for longer hold times also occurs for other data sets corresponding to different initial states. It seems an exciting further perspective to quantitatively explore the entanglement behaviour in time and the accompanied description complexity, and to conclusively discriminate it from undesired experimental influences.
Further perspectives and partial verification tools for quantum simulators
In this work, we have demonstrated a first proof-ofprinciple application for continuous interacting quantum fields, a setup that has already provided important insights into the physics of equilibration and thermalisation in the past. The experimental data was sufficient for reconstructing the full correlation information of the state, which allowed us to benchmark our results. This was done by predicting higherorder correlation functions from the reconstructed state, which showed excellent agreement with the corresponding measured quantities. What is more, we observed that the fits become increasingly difficult for larger evolution times, which is reminiscent of numerical problems connected to the linear growth of entanglement after sudden quenches in discrete systems. This surely is merely a first step in the direction of a larger programme. Still, in this work, we advocate a mild paradigm change in the reconstruction of quantum fields: Instead of trying to set up a model and to compare predictions of the model with data, one puts the data into the focus of attention and attempts a reconstruction in the mindset of quantum tomography.
Such a partial verification scheme also provides an interesting perspective for the field of quantum simulations in general: In many important applications, it seems likely to find the final result of a simulation in some "physical corner" [16, 17] of the full Hilbert space, for example parametrised by cMPS (or MPS). This holds true even if the evolution is highly non-trivial and explores a large state space. A particular setting that comes to mind is given by thermalisation or open-system dynamics, where the final states are at least conjectured to be known, yet the time scales to achieve them are inaccessible with current theoretical methods. In these settings, tomography tools, such as the one presented in this work, would not only allow to read-out the result of the quantum simulation, but would further provide meaningful ways to cross-check the simulation data and perform a partial validation, even if numerical simulations of the full evolution are impossible to perform. Such a partial validation scheme seems to be a prime candidate to build trust in otherwise completely inaccessible results of quantum simulations and is therefore a highly intriguing prospect.
